
Quotes by Pedagogy FDP for PIEMR (27-30 Jan 2022)
Name QUOTES by Participants of the FDP
Shaheen Beg Mughal small bucket big bang
Ankit Chopra Sangam of Wisdom and Knowledge
Dr. Preeti Gupta "Education is not the learning of facts ,but the training  of the mind to think"

Rupali Pathak
If you are planning for a year, sow rice; if you are planning for a decade, plant trees; if you are planning 
for a lifetime, educate people.

Jeevan Kittur

The program was superbly conducted. Indeed showcased or set an example how any FDP's to be 
conducted. All the sessions were excellently delivered. The organization and coordination was wonderful. 
Thanks for an opportunity to interact with you all.

Asst Tanvi Nundy New Age learner and learning
Monika Dagliya dedicated and hard-working, make things easier
Dr. Bindiya Sharma "Learning is a Lifelong Process"

Rohit Malviya
When you have opportunity to learn something , you have to grab the opportunity and put efforts. at the 
end you will came with some fruitful outcome with positivity..

Dr. Reena Disawal “What we learn with pleasure we never forget.”- Alfred Mercier
Lata verma Learner's view
KARAN KHATKE “Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we can catch excellence.” - Vince Lombardi
rewa bochare to train a trainer is the most modest mode of evolution of society
Dr. Shikha Purwar how to make learning effective and how different software helps for better teaching.
"What we learn with pleasure we never 
forget." . The essence of teaching is to make learning contagious, to have one idea spark another.” 
Dr. Dipti Chauhan The best way to share our knowledge is to become a teacher
Mahendra Singh Thakur Best participative and Interactive leaning process
Pragya Ranka “Learning without thought is labour lost; thought without learning is perilous.”
Shweta Khaire Excellent learning
Aayush patidar Improve regularly
Rishikesh Pawar This was an amazing FDP
YASH SHAH Great Learning experience
Sandeep Kanodia Great learning experience
DEVENDRA SINGH Excellent very good conduction
PANKAJ KUMAR RAGHUWANSHI “Fear is priceless education.”

Pratibha Gond
"Learning is not the product of teaching. Learning is the product of the activity of learners."  This 
message is fully deliverd by your sessions.

Dr. Raksha Parolkar It was excellent FDP with outstanding speakers and well organised.
Rakesh khatri It is rare that an event can be positive from all point of view. All session was very interactive.
Ms. Neha Sharma In learning you will teach, and in teaching you will learn.
RAJENDRA RAMESH SHIMPI Excellant
Garima Chhajer Learning Pedagogy realized the hopes of our learners and our efforts to get them there

Dr Aabha Jain
My learning from this FDP reflect in the Quote"The perfect teacher, the perfect curriculum, the perfect 
lesson do not exist. We are all works in progress." - Louise El Yaafouri, Educator

Suyog Munshi Academic Teaching Learning growth through great minds of BITS Pilani
Arpit Maheshwari Excellent Event

Priyanka Tiwari

QUOTE(Education is not to reform students or amuse them or to make them expert technicians. It is to 
unsettle their minds, widen their horizons, inflame their intellects, teach them to think straight, if possible. 
)Pedagogy FDP for PIEMR was excellent, I leart alot from this FDP, we had great experience of this event. i 
learnt about pedagogy methods, SMART approaches, active teaching learning by madhurima das mam, 
revised blooms taxonomy by Tamali Mam, about new NEP by Shibani mam, presentation skills by 
Rishikesh Vaidhya sir, and Online lab by Kaushar Vaidhya mam.  i learnt 007 Cs from diector sir of BITS. 
Thanks BITS Team. Special thanks to Shibani Mam.

chayan julaniya This event is extremely beneficial from both a learner's and a teacher's standpoint.
vimal shukla excellent and wonderful knowledge gain that events

Vijay Kumar Dubey
Don't have a tension just attention on pension , knowledge is reflection in systematic invention ; have 
some attraction in positive reaction

Kirti Patwardhan Learning with good Teaching
UMA SHANKAR PRASAD Nice session


